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Abstract 

The Setup for deter.mination of the longitudinal profile and 
duration of ultrashort electron bunches is proposed. The key 
idea is based on the connection between charge distribution 
along the bunch and time-shape of Optical Transition Radiation 
(OTR) burst The OTR pulse is stretched by a special linear 
device after which it is intensified by a linear amplifier and 
further is processed by a corresponding algorithm. As a result 
the initial OTR pulse is reconstructed. An experimental device 
for registration of a single ultrashort light pulse is developed 
and now is operating Using this device the shape of the laser 
pulse of duration I Stsl5 ps was reconstructed. While doing 
this, time resolution of pulse structure of about 50 f~ was 
achieved. 

Introduction 

The deter.mination of the electron bunch distribution 
function (especially of the longitudinal profile and bunch 
duration ) is the object for intensive study of many authors [1 ~ 
4]. 

We proposed and now realize the method which is based on 
unambiguous dependence of the time profile of OTR burst on 

the longitudinal charge distribution function along a bunch [5]. 
In the optical frequency band the detennination of time 

profile (waveform) of single nonreproducible ultra-short pulses 
(USP) of picosecond and subpicosecond duration is a matter of 
independent scientific interest. 

The existent methods of USP measurement can be divided 
into two groups direct and indirect. 

Most of studies devoted to indirect methods of USP 
measurement refer to the measurement of spectral-time 
characteristics of laser USP \-\;th energy no less than 10-5 1. 

As for the measurements of time characteristics of 
incoherent USP with energy up to 10- 10 J, the methods available 
are based largely on direct streak-camera measurements. 

At present we are unaware of the methods of measurement 
of the time profile (waveform) of single nonreproducible USP 
with the energy lower than 10-11 J and duration about Ips. 

We propose a method of measurement of a time profile of a 
single nonreproducible incoherent OTR USP with energy lower 
than 10-1 J, duration from I to lOps in a band A=(530+5) nm. 
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OTR Burst Time Profile 

What will be seen by the observer when a uniformly moving 
charged bunch at a velocity v crosses the boundary interface of 
two media? Let the bunch charge distribution have a form 

p(z.r.cD) = q~~ jR(r.cD); 0 S r S a; 0 S cDs 2:r (1) 

where If is the bunch charge, a - a quantity that defines the 
bunch transverse dimensions, d - defines its longitudinal 
dimension, Z(::.d) is the charge distribution along the bunch and 
R(r, CIJ) - the same for the bunch cross-section. 

W c refer to thc case of oblique entrance of the bunch 

p(z,r,<D) v 

------~--.-------~~-------------. z 

z 
Fig. 1. The Oblique Entrance. 

From theoretical considerations [5] it follows that the 
dependence of TR intensity contains information on the 
function of charge distribution in the bunch. Indeed, the TR 
arises precisely at the moment when the bunch passes through 
the boundary and the number of emitted quanta is proportional 
to the square of the charge passing through the boundary at the 
given instant of time. The number of emitted photons per unit 
solid angle can be written in the form 

tiN J.' 3 0 ph 2 C. Sin . -' •• 
---=-Nc J 2 2 S(O)Z(L)Z (I) (2) 
dl dedlf' J 37 8/l" - J ~ fJ cas e 

whcre Ne is the total number of particles in the bunch, J" fJR-l'( 
and i( I) is determined as 

n 
00 Sin (L~z) . f Z v (uOZ 

Z(I,)= Z(-j exp(~i-jdz. (3) 
d I-z v 

A IS radiated wavelength corresponding to the frequency (L\) , 

(0.\:) -D)<w«oJQ+D) are real measurements in a sufficiently 
narrow frequency band (D/{!Jo<<1). If the Fourier spectrum lies 
in the interval 2n, then, 

, . • [ ]2 Z( I.)Z( I,) ;0 Z( L) (4) 
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and the instantaneous distribution density of the number of 
photons turns out to be proportional to the square of bunch 
distribution function. 

At fJ---+1 and (1<<1. S(8)=2(lnr+ln8-1 2). 

The detected narrow-band signal in terms of the 
communication theory is a picture or image of the initial object, 
in our case - the longitudinal bunch distribution function [5) 

For determinition of the longitudinal profile of the bunch, it 
is expedient to detect its TR energy that comes on the spherical 
surface segment which is symmetric about;:' axis. 28 is the 
apex angle of the cone supported on the segment perimeter. 

As shown by calculations, at the number of electrons in a 
bunch 1010 in the wavelength band Jt=(5J0±5)nm the number 
of radiated photons for different charge distributions is ~ I OK per 
radian. 

Setup Block Diagram and 
Prototype Experimental Realization 

The essence of the method is as follows. The USP OTR is 
preliminary converted in a special linear device with frequency 
dispersion which executes time broadening of the USP in the 
preset way Then the converted pulse is amplified by an optical 
linear amplifier and is detected by a time-analyzing streak
camera as a photochronogram (peG). The PCG by means of a 
video-camera and corresponding interface is entered into the 
computer where the initial OTR USP time profile (waveform) is 
restored in accordance with the developed algorithm. 

The realization of the proposed method in the form of a 
block diagram is presented in Fig. 2. 

OTR x(t) x(t1a 
6 

Fig. 2. The Setup Block-diagram I-Optical Filter, 2 -
Expander-Converter, 3 - Optical Linear Amplifier, 4 -
Streak-camera., 5 - TV-camera, 6 - Pc. 

Calibration of the setup consists in the measurement of the 
OTR simulator standard light pulse whose shape is preliminary 
measured with the resolution of 50 fs[). 

The technical realization of the proposed method includes 
three stages: 

- development and experimental check of the setup 
prototype enabling to determine the time profile 
(waveform) of an incoherent USP with duration about 
15ps using the OTR burst simulator (1994) ; 

- development and experimental check of the setup 
prototype enabling to determine the time profile of an 
incoherent USP with duration ~ J ps, using the OTR burst 
simulator (1994-95); 

- construction of the setup and its experimental testing on 
the beam (1995). 

In operation it IS necessary to solve the following main 
problems: 

- construction of OTR burst simulator; 
- construction of an expander for pulses from 1 to lOps; 
- usage ofa streak-camera with high resolution (:SIps); 

Setup prototype 

Simulation of the OTR USP representing incoherent 
superposition of still shorter wave trains can be realized as 
follows. 

It is generally known that the propagation of laser USP in 
condensed media is accompanied by the display of such 
nonlinear effects as self-focusing, stimulated Raman scattering 
(SRS) self-modulation, etc. 

Competition of these effects as well as their interaction 
results in essential change of spectral composition and time 
envelope of the USP without change of its duration. It should 
be noted that the first two of the above-cited effects display 
more intensely at operation with picosecond pulses. Of 
particular importance is the circumstance that nonstationary 
nature of nonlinear response of the refractive index leads to the 
fact that the addition to the refractive index does not reproduce 
the pulse shape because the relaxation time of nonlinear 
polarizability is comparable with the pulse duration. 
Another important factor is the beam transverse instability 
which induces its splitting into multiple filaments each 
manifesting nonlinear effects. So in fluids the SRS process 
proceeds on several frequencies in each filament irrespective of 
others, and the superposition of beats of various components of 
SRS filaments ultimately yields a highly irregular structure of 
the pulse envelope. An essential contribution is also made by 
stimulated four-photon parametric scattering leading to 
broadening of pulse spectrum and amplification of individual 
spectral components. As a result the USP at output represents 
incoherent superposition of large number of pulses with 
modulated phases and different mean frequencies, and the time 
envelope, accordingly, will contain a great number of irregular 
spikes of various duration and intensity. The time structure 
scale is determined by a distance between different components 
of SRS and is in the limits 0.0 J - I. 0 ps. 

The choice of a medium is determined by the following 
requirements: a rich spectrum (multi-frequency) of natural 
(own) frequencies of the medium and amply high nonlinear 
susceptibility. These requirements are met by organic fluids: 
nitrobenzene, ethanol as well as definite dye solutions which we 
used in experiments. 

The prototype of the setup intended for determination of the 
time profile (waveform) of incoherent USP includes the 
following principal units: 

- a picosecond JAG:Nd laser with a passive shutter and USP 
extraction from the central part of a train by electrooptical 
shutter, radiation wavelength A=I.064mm, duration T=15-
18 ps, spectral width L1J..-OAllm: 

- OTR simulator, dye-operating, where occurs conversion of 
coherent laser radiation into incoherent one; 
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- expander unit which represents a system of linear 
dispersive media; 

- streak-cam~ra "A~at-SF-3"~-
- detection unit that comprises a video-camera on CCD-

matrix and a PC with a software. 
The prototype operates as follows The laser-emitted USP 

arrives at the simulator on the output of which, according to 
above-stated considerations we have an incoherent pulse with a 
wavelength A=5301m and spectral width &=5I1m. Then the 
simulator-converted pulse which simulates the OTR USP 
arrives at the input of the expander which executes USP linear 
broadening in the preset way. Broadened to 48 ps pulse is then 
lens-imaged on the input of a streak-camera. On the screen of 
the latter we have a photochronogram of the broadened pulse. 
n.e photochronogram image with the use of the video-camera 
is entered into the PC and by the developed software the shape 
of the broadened pulse is determined and the initial pulse is 
restored. 

The block diagram of the prototype is presented in Fig. 3. 

5 

Fig 3. Block-Diagram of Setup Prototype. 1- Laser, 2-
Picoross. 3- Expander, 4 - Streak-camera, 5 - Register 

The detemlination of the shape of laser-emitted USP was 
performed by a measuring device whose operation is based on 
the cross-correlation method. Simultaneously the pulse shape 
was measured by a streak-camera "Agat-SF-3" with resolution 
2 ps With account of the fact that the cross-correlation 
measuring device resolution == 0.05 ps [6] there was made 
correction of the laser USP photochronogram results as well as 
adjustment of the streak-camera. 

The pulse obtained on the simulator's output was detected 
by the streak-camera. The measurement results show that USP 
duration on the OTR simulator is unchanged, however some 
torsion of the fonvard ITont with simultaneous spectrum 
broadening takes place 

The measurement of the shape of the broadened pulse on the 
output of the expander was performed using the streak-camera. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion we would like to note that the first stage we 
had obtained experimental corroboration of the possibilities of 
the method proposed. The laser pulse of 15-18 ps duration was 
exposed to time broadening in a linear disperse media. After 
that. according to the suggested scheme, that pulse's shape 
recovered with a time resolution of about 2 ps. To control the 
adequacy of the recovered time shape of the laser pulse, we 
used the method based on the determination of the shape by the 
cross-correlation function with a time resolution of 50 fs 

Now we are completing the development of the detection 
system for a time shape of the OTR pulse of 1 to lOps 

duration. For that we will use inapp~opriate laser with <l pulse 
length about I ps. This will enable us to optimize the system of 
linear time broadening as well as other units for the detection 
and recovery of OTR pulse shape. 

We note once again that our available streak-camera has a 
time resolution about 2 ps. Since the pulse time broadening in 
the expander is limited (~ 10) [5], then to analyze the OTR 
pulses of ~ I ps a streak-camera with a better resolution is 
needed 

The authors are thankful to LBL Directorate and to Prof 
AM. Sesslerr as well as to DESY Directorium and to 
Coordinator DESY-YerPhI Collaboration Dr. G. Sohngen for 
solidarity and great support. 
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